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ah people get addicted
it's a problem around here
and i'm afflicted
and the reports all say
it's something that i guess i've just chosen not to listen
just a-busy by the bush
just a-puking and a-pissing
got the whiskey in my blood and hell-dammit i'm in
love!
and i'm addicted
cmon everybody get addicted

and i'm guilty
baby i'm so guilty
a-just for being born
being wiped and wrong and back and forth
for the poor and for the ball
and for the weak and for our souls
and i'm addicted
and i'm ready to kill for it
and your addicted

and i'm a saddist
like the mayor of the badlands
and you're tired
you're oh so fucking tired
and you always let it slide, you let the back-ups in the
hid
and now they're making with your honey, with your
freedom and your money
and you're fucked down now say it!
save it for a rainy day
cuz baby you're addicted

fucking!
fucking!
you're fuck!...ing addicted

mmmm

and i'm a nice guy
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that's always been my problem
dunno whether i should fuck it
or destroy it
or fire it
or employ it
or hate it
or enjoy it
cuz baby i'm addicted
it's like a cancer
eating at the answer
i got the beauty by the throat so i couldnt sing a not
and now it's begging just for seeing, for the truth in all
it's being
for needing
bleeding
treating
weeeding
feeding
pleading
gums...receding
and baby get addicted
ah-get addic-dic-dicted
let's everybody get addicted
people get addicted
....
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